HARITIKA

Work for “All or NoNe”

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S NOTE:
Dear Friends,

Annual Report
2014-2015

This report comes to you with pride, as it
is a collection of our most significant
accomplishments and our most special
stories from the past year.
In the financial year 2014-2015, HARITIKA has initiated a new project for O & M
of constructed 50 water supply
schemes. On the other hand, by taking
forward our work on Water resource
management, we have constructed
check-dams and ponds in 5 new villages.

HARITIKA
N.G.O registered under
Societies’ Registration
Act on 28th October
1994

Centre for Rural
Development ,
Mahoba Road, Manpura
Chhatarpur, M.P.
471201

It is my great honor to share with you
the Annual Report 2014-15.

By implementing our pre approved
three wadi development projects, we
moved a few steps closer to realizing its
vision of seeing development of marginalized community in Bundelkhand..

Website: www.haritika.org.in
Email id: haritika97@rediffmail.com
Mobile no: 08853621127

We are excited to share with you a new
twist on the year: HARITIKA by the numbers! As part of a massive organizationwide effort to use data more effectively
to inform our decisions, we wanted to
share with you all the numbers that
have had meaning for us this year, as

well as the stories that lie behind each
one. Turn the page to read about moments that made us proud, and people
that exemplify our spirit. These stories,
and countless more, represent the 1
vision that we all share. This is the story
of HARITIKA
Thank you all for your continued support
on our journey.

Sincerely,
Avani Mohan Singh
Executive Director
HARITIKA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

HARITIKA firmly believes and is actively involved in promoting dignity and
gender equity through poor people's social, economic, political and human
capacity building. Although the emphasis of Haritika's work is at the individual level and village level sustaining the work of the organization depends on an environment that permits the poor to break out of the cycle of
poverty and hopelessness. To this end, HARITIKA endeavors to bring about
change at the level of national policy on poverty reduction, water and sanitation and social progress. HARITIKA is committed to making its program
socially, financially and environmentally sustainable, using new methods
and improved technologies.
This annual report in overall consist of the brief summary of the
concept behind the formation of HARITIKA and efforts done by
HARITIKA in year 2014-2015 to ensure access of basic developmental facilities to the people who are embedded in the culture
of silence.
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ORGANIZATION PROFILE:
Vision: Vision of HARITIKA is just enlightening and healthy Bundelkhand free from hunger, poverty, environmental degradation and all of
exploitation based on age, sex, religion and ethnicity.

Mission statement: The mission of Haritika is to work with people whose lives are dominated by extreme poverty, illiteracy, disease and
other handicaps. Haritika aims to bring about positive change in the quality of life of the poor people of the Bundelkhand region of UP and
MP.

Haritika has been proactively working on sustainable projects relating to water harvesting and management, crop optimization, soil conservation and afforestation. Haritika primarily focuses on Child Education, Women Empowerment, health, environment and socio economic up
liftment of the poorest in the community. The major activities of Haritika are:
Integrated Water resource Management
Natural resource Management
Renewable Energy
Rural drinking Water Supply & Environmental sanitation
Health Education
Livelihood
Poverty Eradication
Awareness
Agriculture Extension
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ORGANIZATION PROFILE:
Sr. No.

Name

Designation

Occupation

Year of election

1

Mr. Rambhuj Yadav

President

Scientist

29/10/2009

2

Mr. Nageshwar Rav

Vice-President

Geologist

20/06/2007

3

Mr. Avani Mohan Singh

Executive Director

Environmental Scientist

Founder

4

Mr. Shailaja Kishore

Member

Sociologist

01/10/2011

5

Mr. Deep Singh

Treasurer

Social Worker

20/06/2007

6

Mr. Pramod Kumar Mishra

Finance Controller

Business Man

01/10/2011

7

Mr. Sandeep Choube

Member

Engineer

20/06/2007

8

Dr. Shashwat Narayan Vishwaas

Member

Professor

29/10/2009

9

Miss Asha D’Souja

Member

International Consultant

01/10/2011
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Management Committee

Slab of gross

Male

Female

Total

salary (in Rs)

staff

staff

staff

plus benefits
paid to staff

Executive Body

(per month)
President

Executive Director

Finance Controller

Treasurer

Manager accounts

Program Officer

Program Coordinator

Program officer

13

0

5

5,000 – 10,000
10,000 –

10
9

0
0

8
5

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

25,000
25,000 –

Project / Program Co-

Office In-charge

Accountants
of Different
Branches

Asst. Project / Program

Support

Night

Asst.

Guard

50,000
50,000 –

MIS Asst.

Typist
Community Organizer / Facilitator

Less than 5000

1,00,000
Greater than

Part Time Workers Volun-

1,00,000
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Supporting Agencies & Projects in Year 2014-2015:


Pragati Gram Project supported by Anandana Foundation



Operation & Maintenance Project supported by Just a Drop, U.K.



Wadi Development Project (Bijawar Block) supported by NABARD Bhopal



Wadi Development Project (Baxwaha Block) supported by NABARD Bhopal



Wadi Development Project (Bangra Block) supported by NABARD Lucknow



Watershed Project supported by ITC Ltd.



Orchard Development Project supported by Give India



Rural Health & Environment Project supported by Just a Drop, U.K.
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Pragati-Gram Project Supported by Anandana Foundation:
The coca cola foundation (Anandana) supported “ Pragati-Gram” a watershed based project was initiated in year 2014-2015. Major villages covered under the watershed are Kupia, Agra, Ramnagar, Jharkuwa & Meharkuwa villages of Block Bijawar, District: Chhatarpur Bundelkhand .
Haritika, which was already working in the geographical area identified the villages based on the preliminary assessment and needs of the area
for watershed based interventions. It had been observed that there are quite a number of natural drainage lines in the area, which due to the undulating land profile, draining the major portion of runoff out of the watershed, whenever the rain occurs. As the water gets lesser opportunity to
infiltrate into the local aquifers, it is affects the water resource status, negatively in low precipitation years. Good rainfall also does not do well for
the same reasons. The undulating topography takes the water away and higher runoff velocities erode the soils and affect the nutrient availability
in upper soils. The Main Activities Undertaken under this project are:


Baseline Survey and Developing an Action Plan and deciding on roles and responsibilities of Village Water Committees Formation of Village
Development Committee Formation of Village Procurement Committee Consultation with engineers



Construction of check dam in village Agra (Mauniyaghat)



Construction of check dam in Village Ramnagar (Kanji kwala)



Construction of check dam in Village Kupiya (Datiyaghat)



Construction of check dam in Village Kupiya, (Bhairaghat)



Construction of Pond in Jharkuwa



Construction of Pond in Meharkuwa



Capacity Building of VWC and PRIs Training to farmers and women groups (5 groups in each project villages (3 farmers groups + 2 women’s
groups) x 25 members from each group)



Exposure visits of groups-5 visits
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Pragati-Gram Project Supported by Anandana Foundation:

The water structures created would help in mitigating the availability of ground water in the villages. HARITIKA expects to increase in the ground
water by 1-3 meters. The Coca-Cola India Foundation has been giving guidance in the execution of the project as also in its monitoring besides
physical visit to the sites. Because of the construction works of Big Check Dams and ponds, it is expected that following changes will be observed in
future:
-3 meters.
-surface flow in seasonal nala due to construction of big dam on seasonal river.
e to unavailability of
water, now will be used as irrigated land that will result in: Enhancement in agriculture production. Change in cropping pattern from single cropping to multi cropping Increase in cultivation area Improvement in soil Quality
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Operation & Maintenance Project supported by Just a Drop:
Over the years, the ground water scenario in Bundelkhand region of India has become very depressing. While the demand for the use of water,
both for domestic and irrigation needs has been increasing manifold as a result of population growth, the level of ground water is decreasing
with alarming speed. On an average, the region has an average annual rainfall of 850 mm.
Entire Bundelkhand region including district Mahoba & Chhatarpur is worst affected by recurring drought and water scarcity and Handpumps have been promoted and installed as the only
source of water. Other than this HARITIKA has done its intervention on supply of Safe drinking
water by constructing Water Supply Schemes in 37 villages of Chhatarpur District and 15 villages of Mahoba District. Generally source installation is responsibility of the UP Jal Nigam and
operation and maintenance of the created water sources or water supply schemes in the rural
areas is the responsibility of village Panchayats. In our Water Supply Schemes, Sustainability is
responsibility of Village Water & Sanitation Committee.
HARITIKA observation clearly indicates that actual response time for breakdown of the
hand pumps is very high and generally it took one week of longer period. The one
possible way to response was to highlight the issue and wait for the response from the Government agencies and other way is to work for developing sustainable solution.
To overcome this, and improve rural water supply, HARITIKA is seeking instances where better O&M has improved the water supply with the support of Just a Drop. We are trying to implement the modalities that will help improve O&M
and consequently, the availability and quality of water.
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Operation & Maintenance Project supported by Just a Drop:
The objective behind the “O& M Project” is:
“To articulate an entrepreneurial, supplementary or parallel capital
intensive intervention to address problem of repair and maintenance
of water sources to ensure sustainable and safe drinking water for all
by availing qualitative material [spares and tools] and trained hand
pump mechanic and mason.”

Impact of the Program:


Through this effort we have been able to provide regular safe
drinking water supply to the villagers of 48 villages while in remaining 4 villages our continuous efforts are in process.



These efforts have also reduced the time and cost of repairing & maintenance of water sources that have ensured sustainability of facilities provided to the villagers.



In 10 villages electric water supply system has been converted into solar based water supply system that has made system more sustainable.



Due to this project, Village Water & Sanitation Committee of all the 52 intervention villages has become more active and recognized by the villagers as an authority.



After our intervention the community of project villages have most importantly are gaining the skill of self-management. Now due to this skill
they can manage and make sustainable any new communal project in their village.



Due to regular testing of water especially on bacterial parameters, the community either using hand-pumps or wells or HARITIKA water supply
schemes, have become more aware about the safe drinking water. Now the VWSC has also started using bleaching powder and cleaning of water
supply tanks.



In villages, a belief among community about the sustainability of drinking water supply has been developed that has also resulted in sense of
ownership among them.
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WADI Development Project Supported by NABARD:


The tribal population of India constitutes around 8% of total population distributed over 94,000 tribal villages.



The differences in the tribal community, spread over in various parts of the region, it's clearly seen not only on the basis of their heredity, lifestyle
and cultural traditions, but also from their social, economic structure, religious beliefs and their language and speech. Due to the different linguistic, cultural and geographical environment, and its peculiar complications, the diverse tribal world of has not only been largely cut-off from
the mainstream of development.



The tribes are dependent mainly on agriculture, forests and livestock. But the dwindling forest resources have jeopardized the agriculture and
livestock productivity due to shrinking of water resources and poor fuel & fodder supply. The small, marginal, fragmented, un-irrigated and
mono crop agriculture holdings and low productive livestock population do not offer adequate opportunities for their livelihood. These factors,
therefore, compel them for migration to nearby towns for subsistence, leaving their productive assets idle.



By observing the plight situation of these marginally excluded sections of the society, Haritika with the help of G.M, M.P & D.D.M Tikamgarh &
Bangra has taken initiative to develop successful and demonstrative model on the lines of Wadi in Valsad in Baxwaha & Bijawar block of
Chhatarpur District in M.P and Bangra Block of Jhansi District.



Under the project, the Wadi is the core activity for the land holders, a range of activities suiting to the area, market and capacity of the family
is to be identified for the landless and women groups. Other community based program namely health, women development etc. will be taken
up simultaneously.
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WADI Development Project Supported by NABARD:
In Bangra Block of Uttar-Pradesh

The major components of Wadi Project is as fol-

Villages in the project- 24

lows:

Proposed Families- 1000

Wadi Development Component

Proposed Scheduled Tribe Families to be benefitted-3152
Soil & Water Conservation
In Bijawar Block of Madhya-Pradesh

Women Development

Villages in the project- 8

Income generating activities for land-less people

Proposed Families- 700

Capacity Building Component

Proposed Scheduled Tribe Families to be benefitted-1232

Sustainability Component
In Baxwaha Block of Madhya-Pradesh
Villages in the project- 12
Proposed Families- 660
Proposed Scheduled Tribe Families to be benefitted-1845

In Bangra Block, wadi has been developed in 527 acres of land.
In Bijawar Block, wadi has been developed in 250 acres of land.
In Baxwaha Block, wadi has been developed in 150 acres of land
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Orchard Development Project Supported by Give India:
Our NABARD supported Wadi Project villages are tribal dominated villages and we are already implementing Wadi development project but and it
will take long time to provide benefit while for motivating tribes to be involved in any activity there is need of selecting activity that can provide them immediate monetary benefit. Therefore under the donation support from Give India support we have provided vegetable saplings like Bottle gourd, Brinjal, tomato, Bitter gourd etc. for 1 acre of land worth INR 3200 to each beneficiary family.
Last year with the donation support of Give India, we have supported 47 farmers for vegetable cultivation. These farmers were from Chandanpura, Surai and Patna Village of Bijawar Block & Mudar and Kanjara village of Buxwaha Block of Chhatarpur District.
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Solar Drinking Water Pump Project Supported by Grundfos Foundation:
While working under O & M Project supported by Just a Drop, we have compared our solar based water
supply schemes and electric based water supply schemes and it has been experienced that solar based
water supply schemes were running properly while electric based water supply schemes were not functioning properly. There were many reasons behind that but the most important reasons were:


Irregular electricity supply



Huge amount of electric bills without using the facility



Due to irregular water supply, villagers don’t pay bill at appropriate time etc.

Therefore HARITIKA decided that we will try to convert all the water supply schemes into solar based water supply schemes. For this we have got fund from Grundfos foundation and with their support we have
got solar based water supply pumps for 10 villages.

BENEFITS OF SOLAR DRINKING WATER PUMPS


SAFE DRINKING WATER IN EACH HOUSEHOLD



WOMEN HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO LOOK AFTER HOUSE AND OTHER ACTIVITIES



CHILDREN HAVE LIBERTY TO BE AT SCHOOL AND HAVE TIME TO STUDY AT HOME



NO DEPENDENCE ON ELECTRICITY TO RUN THE PUMP



FREE WATER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR



BRINGS THE VILLAGERS TOGETHER FOR AT BETTER CAUSE,



BETTER SOCIALISING



PROUD OWNER OF FINEST PUMP WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE
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Rural Health & Environment Project Supported by Just a Drop, U.K.:
After crossing an intense remote forest area and a river that is known as Banne River, there is a village named as Ramnagar, the villagers of
which have to travel at least 40 km from their village for primary proper health
treatment and for going there, from nearest town area up to 12 km there is neither concrete road nor any source of transportation, but still the villagers are living their life with a hope of development. Ramnagar village is one of the most
disadvantaged such type of villages of Bijawar Block of Chhatarpur District
Madhya-Pradesh, which has been chosen by HARITIKA for Village Water and Sanitation Project. Ramnagar Village is mixture of Backward Castes (Yadav being
dominant and covering most of 70 HH) and members of the Konda Tribe (50 HH)
out of 140 HH.
Village Ramnagar falls under the rain scarce drought prone area of Bundelkhand. Due to the close proximity to streams, the villagers extracted water for
domestic and irrigation needs during the monsoon. However the streams are not
perennial and the respite was short lived. Traditionally they used dug wells to
meet their water demands; there were only 1 dug well and four hand-pumps in
the village. The water of dug-well is completely dried-up and among 4 handpumps only 2 are functional. The depth required to dig for water is also increasing over time. In addition the people are not very prosperous. It
means the whole population of 702 people or 140 households were dependent on only 2 water sources. Due to unavailability of water the
school sanitation block has become defunct; however it was not completed by government. There is no proper drainage system. On the name of
implementation of Total Sanitation Campaign there are only two uncompleted toilets. Overall the village is most disadvantaged village.
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Rural Health & Environment Project Supported by Just a Drop, U.K.:
HARITIKA has taken into consideration, the painful plight situation of people of Ramnagar and has presented it to Just a Drop. With the support
of Just a Drop, HARITIKA has proposed Village Water and Sanitation Project.
Impact of the Project:


Time spent collecting water beingt freed for other activities, including economic opportunities;



Much of the time saved in collecting water is spent on other productive activities. However, collection of water is one of the more repetitive,
physically demanding and time-consuming tasks. Reduced drudgery can significantly improve women’s quality of life.



Other health impacts specific to women include: reduced incidence of back pain caused by carrying water over long distances, reduced
mental stress caused by anxiety over distribution of limited fresh water and caring for sick infants.



The incidences of diarrhoea will be reduced now.



The disputes related to water collection will be completely reduced.



While monitoring visit of Coca-Cola Officials, on the basis of demand of people, need basis of the village and level of cooperation of villagers
in the existing project it has been proposed to include tis project in Water Replenishment project.

I am very thankful to HARITIKA as collection of water seems most difficult
task to me. It was disturbing me in my studies, either at the time of going to
school or at te time of studying. Now I am able to study with full concentration. Thanks again for removing this hurdle from my life.
(Kranti Yadav)
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Audited Balance Sheet of HARITIKA for Year 2014-2015
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Audited Balance Sheet of HARITIKA for Year 2014-2015
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